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Macphun offers a 93% discount with its new Creative Kit XXL bundle
Published on 05/10/16
MacPhun today launches Creative Kit XXL, a bundle of MacPhun's 6 award-winning photo
editing applications, combined with more than 40 various e-books, training materials,
presets and photo-related apps, saving buyers 93% of the regular price. The bundle
contains Macphun's 6 best-selling apps, including Noiseless, Intensify, Tonality,
Snapheal, Focus and FX Photo Studio. The Creative Kit XXL bundle is meant to meet every
need of even the most sophisticated photography fan.
San Diego, California - MacPhun, a headliner software developer in a photography industry,
today is proud to announce the launch of Creative Kit XXL, a bundle of MacPhun's 6
award-winning photo editing applications, combined with more than 40 various e-books,
training materials, presets and photo-related apps for only $129. With an original retail
value of $2000, Creative Kit XXL buyers save 93% of the regular price.
The bundle contains Macphun's 6 best-selling apps, including Noiseless, Intensify,
Tonality, Snapheal, Focus and FX Photo Studio. These apps have already established a
strong presence among photography enthusiasts, equipping them with a vast arsenal of
noise-reduction tools, color enhancement editors, filters and much more.
Over 40 e-books, including the famous: Behind the Image video guide by Ted Gore, The
lighting Guide by Red Leaf Studio, The Complete Photography Bundle by Mikko Lagerstedt. To
top it off, the buyers get 6 more photo applications and special deals, among which are:
Crazy Talk 7 by Reallusion, partner discounts for Skillshare, Peak Design and more.
Creative Kit XXL bundle is meant to meet every need of even the most sophisticated
photography fan.
Pricing and Availability:
Creative Kit XXL costs $129 (USD). The offer is limited in time and is available through
May 31st, 2016. MacPhun has unified the best-selling tools with the most-wanted
educational and entertainment materials every photo admirer can appreciate, bringing it
all into Creative Kit XXL.
MacPhun:
https://macphun.com/
Creative Kit XXL:
https://macphun.com/creativekitxxl

MacPhun LLC specializes in iOS and Mac software development. The company has been
working
in this field since the start of the iPhone era and they love what they do. MacPhun
consolidates passionate professionals inspired by the idea of creating innovative,
enthralling and consistently high quality photo and video software, including FX Photo
Studio, Perfect Photo, Silent Film Director, Cartoonatic, etc. Copyright (C) 2016 MacPhun
LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, OSX, iPhone, iPod, iPad and Macintosh are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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